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Conveyor is a device which is operated mechanically, by which things are transported on a moving
surface from one place to another.	 One can draw power for this movement, either from a motor or
automatically, thus these are called as Automated conveyors. In every sphere of business and
marketing life today, one can see a glimpse of the conveyor systems. In a production unit, raw
material is processed and needs to be transferred from one place to another for processing, filtering,
packaging, sealing and dispatching.

Thus, Conveyor support is a mandatory part of these manufacturing units. There are many types of
conveyors for different types of products. These are built up of Metal, plastic, fiber, wooden panels,
leather etc. Gi3 is a one stop destination for conveyors of all kinds. Whether you want machinery for
small industry or a big firm, gi3 has solution for every type of your requirement. One can find the
details of all conveyor types at the website of gi3. You can request an online quote for your choice
of product and place an online order too.

There are different types of Conveyor supportsolutions, which one can use according to the
requirement, they are:

6.	Pneumatic conveyor: It utilizes compressed air and vacuum tubes to make the system operate.

7.	Vibrating conveyor: This is deliberated in order to transfer volatile items from one area to another.
This machinery has the ability to sort-out the objects, before they are passed on to the other end.
E.g. Stone crushers

8.	Belt conveyors or Automated conveyors: Operates with the help of looped metal/ leather belts and
rubber links.

9.	Chain conveyor: Operated by two large chains, which rotate between pulleys. Commonly used in
Automotive industry.

10.	Screw Conveyor: Applicable in water system for agricultural needs. The screw in this conveyor
technology makes the output effort for transferring various goods.

Despite being used in the manufacturing units, the automated conveyors can be used at other
multiple places. Basically these are used to reduce the human effort and transporting heavy loads
from one place to another at a faster pace than a human labor.

Transfer Conveyors: Also referred to as Pop up Transfer conveyors, are designed to re-direct or
shift a product in 90 degrees onto another conveyor. In order to maintain a high level of productivity
and speed, equipment must require movement as little as possible, in a shorter time frame. Transfer
Conveyors are ideal for large industries and firms.
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Robert Sen - About Author:

Gi3 provide conveyor equipment solutions. Find the Conveyor Solution from Conveyor Specialist
Company in Canada. We provide a  Transfer Conveyorsat very affordable price. Contact us at 
Phone: 905-802-4520, 1-877-361-9743 Toll Free.
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